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Report concerning allegations of scientific misconduct by Professor Karin Dahlman-Wright. 

This report is made following a request from  Kanslichef Jörgen  Sviden, received by e-mail on 

November 26, 2018. Specifically, an analysis of the possible manipulations of images in 8 

publications was requested. All relevant material was received from the Ethics Review Appeals 

Board. 

Two tasks were given: 

1. Analysis of alleged image manipulation. Has this taken place? Has it been admitted by the 

authors and by whom? Could it be an honest mistake or has it been committed willfully or 

with gross negligence (research misconduct)? 

2. Do the image manipulations significantly affect the validity of the research? 

The specific allegations and criticisms are found in a document entitled "0 7-2018 detailed 

critisismBilaga 8.pdf". In this document the collective criticism from three individuals is 

presented. Concerns about the validity of images presented in 8 publications are raised. In all 

cases appropriate links to Pubpeer are presented and detailed description of the alleged 

manipulation are indicated in the figures. In many cases the three accusers criticize the same 

issues, in some cases only one or two of the accusers raise criticism of a particular image. 

The accusations of research misconduct are made by Leonid Schneider, by Johan Thyberg and 

by Claire Francis 

Method: An analysis of both the technical aspects of the alleged image manipulations as well 

as an assessment of the possible implications of such manipulations on the validity of the data 

was requested. Therefore, careful reading of the 8 papers in their entirety was necessary in 

order to clearly understand the rationale, background, aims, methodology, results, discussion 

and conclusions in order to make a qualified assessment of the possible effect of the alleged 

manipulations on the validity of the research presented. In other words, if manipulations were 

found, did they significant affect the conclusions of the paper and thus affect the scientific 

record 

Based on the accusations presented in "0 7-2018 detailed critisismBilaga 8.pdf" the relevant 

images were investigated and the correspondence between the accused and the accusers was 

taken into consideration. In addition, documents containing statements from many (but not 

all) involved authors were also included in the analysis as was documents received from the 

office of The Ethics Review Appeals Board. These documents will be referred to in each case 

with their specific nomenclature. 

Once the technical aspects of image manipulations were investigated and a conclusion was 

made, the possible relevance and importance of this on the overall validity of the paper was 

evaluated. It is important to stress that in this analysis, subjective opinions and interpretations 



will play a significant role and firm and final conclusions can not be made. Rather, arguments 

for how the alleged manipulations might or might not affect the validity of the paper will be 

presented. 

Paper 1: Estrogen signalling and the metabolic syndrome: targeting the hepatic 

estrogen receptor alpha action. Marko Matic , Galyna Bryzgalova , Hui Gao , Per Antonson , 

Patricia Humire , Yoko Omoto ,Neil Portwood , Camilla Pramfalk , Suad Efendic ,  Per-Olof Berggren 

Jan-Åke Gustafsson  and Karin Dahlman-Wright, PLoS ONE (2013) pubmed: 23451233 doi: 

10.1371/journal.pone.0057458 issn: 1932-6203 

Allegation: In Figure 2 "Parts of one and the same micrograph has been used to illustrate two 

different things (liver sections from control and  LERKO  mice, respectively)". 

Analysis: A document entitled "Plos ONE 2013.pdf" was received on Jan 15, 2019 from the Ethics 

Review Appeals Board". In this documents the author Karin Dahlman-Wright describe the 

background for the publication of the article with focus on the events behind the selection of 

images shown in Figure 2. The authors do not question the allegation that the same micrograph 

probably was used to illustrate two different experimental conditions (lipid staining in female CT 

mouse liver and lipid staining in female  LERKO  mouse liver) in Figure 2. Karin Dahlman-Wright 

states "It is possible that Marko Matic took a panel from a female CT and not a female  LERKO 

mouse" (in document: Plos ONE 2013.pdf). Independent image analysis reveal that the two panels 

in Figure 2 very likely are from the same micrograph. 

This would be characterized as data falsification if carried our deliberately or with gross 

negligence. 

The events leading up to the publication are described in detail in the document "Plos ONE 

2013.pdf". In the initial submission to Plos ONE a different panel illustrating lipid staining in female 

LERKO  mouse liver was used. A reviewer criticized the figure stating that while the authors write in 

the results section that "liver lipid deposits are not increased by ablation of ERct in liver..." the 

photograph shown, indicate that there is increased staining in the liver of female  LERKO  mice and 

the reviewer asks for a more quantitative analysis of lipid content in the liver from the mice. 

In response to the criticism the authors perform a quantitative analysis of lipid content in the 

livers of male and female control and  LERKO  mice and include this new figure in the supplemental 

material. The conclusion from this quantitative analysis is that there is no difference in lipid 

content between control and  LERKO  mice. However, the authors do not change the panel in Figure 

2 showing lipid staining in female  LERKO  mouse liver. 

In the second review, it is criticized that while the new quantitative analysis shows no significant 

change in lipid content between control and  LERKO  mouse livers, the image shown in Figure 2 is 

not representative and should be modified. In the final submission the authors replace the panel 

showing lipid staining in female  LERKO  mouse liver with a micrograph that with all likelihood is 

from the same micrograph as that used to illustrate lipid staining in control female mice. 

With the information provided, it is not possible to determine whether the use of the same 

micrograph to illustrate two different experimental conditions was performed intentionally or 

whether it was an honest mistake. The main conclusion of the paper is that there is no difference 

in metabolic phenotype (including liver lipid content) between control and  LERKO  mice. It is 



therefore unfortunate that the authors show a panel in which the lipid staining in female liver 

from control and  LERKO  mice actually are from the same micrograph. 

With proper data management such mistakes should not be possible. In this project it is 

particularly important to distinguish between control and  LERKO  mouse material, since the 

conclusion is that there is no difference in metabolic phenotype. 

The authors have subsequently reanalyzed the original samples and have been able to confirm the 

published findings. It can therefore be concluded that the flaw in the original paper does not affect 
the conclusions made. However, the journal should be contacted with a full description of the 
events and the decision by the editor should be respected. 

Conclusion: The allegation raised is correct, sections of the same micrograph has been used to 

illustrate two different experimental conditions in Figure 2 and thus represents possible research 
misconduct. It can not be determined whether this misuse of the image was done deliberately or 
was a mistake. However, if proper data management and quality controls were employed such 
mistakes would not be possible. Other data in the paper as well as subsequent data provided from 

the authors support the general findings of the paper and the overall conclusions of the paper are 

not affected by the error. 

Paper 2: AP-1-mediated chromatin looping regulates ZEB2 transcription: new insights into TNFa-

induced epithelial-mesenchymal transition in triple-negative breast cancer. 

Yichun Qiao, Chiou-Nan Shiue , Jian Zhu , Ting Zhuang , Philip  Jonsson  , Anthony P.H. Wright, 

Chunyan Zhao, Karin Dahlman-Wright. Oncotarget (2015) - 1 Comment Pubmed: 25762639 doi: 
10.18632/oncotarget.3158 issn: 1949-2553 

Allegations: 

1. Duplication of image representing [-actin band in western blot in 3 panels showing different 

experimental conditions. 

2. Duplicated image of cells in Figure 1 B and C. 

Analysis: Allegation 1. The authors admit to having used the same image representing P-actin 

bands in western blot analysis when showing data from 3 different experiments (Figure 1A 3-actin 

from Hs578T cells cultured with or without TNFoc, Figure 2B P-actin from BT549 cells cultured with 

or without PD98059 and Figure 2C p-actin from BT549 cells cultured with or without TNFa. 

The circumstances around the generation of the 3 figure panels are explained in some detail by 

Yichun Qiao in the document  "Yttrande  Yichun Qiao". Yichun Qiao admits to using the same 

scanned image for all three figure panels. Stress induced by sudden travel requirements in 

connection with pregnancy and delivery is given as an explanation for the inappropriate use of the 

same 13-actin bands in 3 figures. Yichun Qiao explains that she did not notice that she scanned the 

same film several times and saved these images under different names. The use of the flipped 

image is explained as scanning of the unmarked film from the back-side. 

The use of the same gel image representing 13-actin bands from western blotting experiments in 3 

different figure panels representing different experimental conditions would be characterized as 

data falsification if carried our deliberately or with gross negligence. 



With the information provided, it is not possible to determine whether the use of the same image 

representing 3-actin bands in 3 different figure panels was performed intentionally or whether it 
was an honest mistake. The senior author Karin Dahlman-Wright and the first author Yichun Qiao 
both state that the error was a result of mistake; Yichun Qlao: "I didn't notice I scanned the same 

film for several times and saved them under different names"  (Yttrande  Yichun Qiao). Karin 

Dahlman-Wright: "The same Actin blot was accidentally scanned several times but given different 
names As the Actin levels are very similar between lanes as the same amount of protein is loaded, 
this was not noted when the manuscript was later assembled" (Oncotarget 2015.pdf). 

While their explanations can not be dismissed, it is worrying that the same bands appear in 3 
separate figure panels and in one of these the image is flipped. With proper data management 

and quality control such mistakes should not be possible. It is furthermore worrisome that Yichun 
Qiao states: "The flipped band was caused by scanning unmarked film from back-side"  (Yttrande 
Yichun Qiao). Unmarked films should not be used as data for scientific publications. As can be seen 
in many examples of entire scanned films in the document Oncotarget 2015.pdf pages 3-5, films 

will have many markings making it unlikely to use images obtained from scanning of the back-side 

of films. This issue could be resolved if an image of the scanning of the entire original film was 
provided. 

The authors have subsequently reanalyzed the original material and provide convincing evidence 

that the 13-actin bands were indeed of similar intensity under the various conditions. 

The image used to report data from 3 different experimental conditions represents the loading 

control 13-actin and therefore probably will have little consequence for the validity of the 

conclusions made. Equal amount of protein is loaded onto the gels and therefore a certain degree 
of normalization is achieved. 

Allegation 2. The same image of cells is used in two different panels of Figure 1. This is stated 
clearly in the figure legend to Figure 1 in the paper "The same image for control siRNA is shown for 

Figure 1B and Figure 1C because all conditions were assessed in the same experiment". This is 
acceptable conduct with full transparency and a valid scientific reason for using the same image. 

Conclusion: Allegation 1 is correct, the same image has been used in 3 different figure panels 
describing 3 different experimental conditions and thus represents possible research misconduct. 
It can not be determined whether this misuse of the image was done deliberately or was an 

honest mistake. However, the fact that the same image was used 3 times and one of them used a 
flipped image makes it less likely that an honest mistake can explain the error. Since the 

duplicated bands represents loading controls, the validity of the conclusions in the paper are most 
likely not compromised. 

Allegation 2 is not valid since the use of the image is clearly explained in the figure legend. 

Paper 3: Estrogen Receptor a Promotes Breast Cancer by Reprogramming Choline Metabolism, 
Min Jia , Trygve Andreassen ,  Lasse  Jensen , Tone Frost Bathen , Indranil Sinha , 

Hui Gao , Chunyan Zhao , Lars-Arne Haldosen , Yihai Cao , Leonard Girnita , 

Siver Andreas Moestue , and Karin Dahlman-Wright. Cancer research (2016) 

pubmed: 27457520 doi: 10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-15-2910 issn: 1538-7445 issn: 0008-

 

5472 



Allegations: 

1. Duplication of bands in Figure 4A representing lamin and CCTa. 

2. Duplication of bands in Figure 4A and Figure 6A representing TIM23 and p-actin (allegation 2 

was raised in document "0 7-2018  Bilaga  11.pptx") 

Analysis: Allegation 1. The authors do not deny that the duplications of bands have taken place. 

Analysis of the bands representing CCTa and lamin in various panels of Figure 4A show that these 

with high probability are from the same original image. Size adjustment, compression and flipping 

of the band is the reason for the apparent difference in size and shape of the band in question. 

The relevant bands are described in the document "0 7-2018 detailed critisismBilaga 8.pdf" pages 
12-13. 

The circumstances around the generation of Figure 4 are explained in some detail by Karin 
Dahlman-Wright (Can Res 2016.pdf) and by first author Min Jia  (Yttrande  Min Jia.pdf). Karin 
Dahlman-Wright writes that she received a different version of this figure on March 11, 2016. This 

version did not contain the panels showing nuclear localization of CCT« and a different version of 

the panel showing the various markers for cytosolic, membrane and nuclear fractions compared to 

the version that was submitted on March 16 and subsequently published. Furthermore Karin 

Dahlman-Wright states "Why MJ in the following days (Between March 11th  and March 16th  ) 

prepares a new figure 4A including data from nuclear fraction (and up-dates figure legends, results 

section, materials and methods accordingly) remains unclear and KDW was not informed about 
this". It can be inferred from this statement that Karin Dahlman-Wright did not see and approve 

the final version of the submitted manuscript. In the statement by Min Jia, an explanation of why 

these experiments were performed is given. It is stated that as a response to the initial review 
experiments analyzing the cytosolic to membrane translocation in response to E2 was performed. 

The results from these experiments were included in the version given to Karin Dahlman-Wright 

March 11. For some unknown reason Min Jia decides to also prepare nuclear fractions of cells and 

analyze the presence of CCTa in this fraction. It is a new version of Figure 4 including the analysis 

of nuclear fractions that is submitted and subsequently published. 

Since both Min Jia and Karin Dahlman-Wright are corresponding authors on the paper it must be 

assumed that both have approved the proofs for the paper before publication. Therefore, lack of 

knowledge of the composition of the final figure as stated by Karin Dahlman-Wright seems odd. In 
the statement given by Min Jia  (Yttrande  Min Jia.pdf) it is furthermore explained that" I did not 

store the scanned images safely, and Karin' lab did not keep the film of the experiment". This is 
very unfortunate and not in accordance with good scientific practice. It is thus not possible to 
verify the identity of the various bands in question. 

The fact that the duplicated bands are shown to represent different proteins (CCTa and lamin in 

one case and CCTa and Cadherin in the other) is a strong indication that the duplication can not be 

the result of an honest mistake. The Mr of the 3 proteins are very different (CCTa: 42K, Lamin: 63K 

and Cadherin: 130K) and thus their identification in western blot analysis should be obvious. 

Furthermore, neither Karin Dahlman-Wright or Min Jia provide any explanation for the presence 

of the duplicated bands. The use of duplicated bands in Figure 4A severely questions the validity of 
the results. In an effort to address the questions raised concerning the validity of the data, the 
authors have repeated the experiments and shown the results in the document; "Can Res 
2016.pdf". The experiment has been performed twice and shows that E2 treatment of two 

different cell lines results in increased association of CCTa with membranes, confirming the results 



shown in Figure 4A. However, in contract to what is shown in the paper, no change in the cytosolic 

content of CCTa was found. This is a relevant observation and shows that the original data are 
only partly confirmed by the new experiments. In the paper is it stated on page 5640, left column, 

third sentence; "Interestingly, the level of CCTa was significantly decreased in the cytosol fraction, 
while it was ". No such decrease was observed in the new experiments and the text in the 
paper should be corrected accordingly. 

The use of duplicated bands in Figure 4A does raise concern about the validity of the data 
presented in this figure. However, the majority of the conclusions in the paper are not affected by 
these errors. 

Allegation 2. This criticism was raised in a document entitled "0 7-2018  Bilaga  11.pptx" and can be 
found on slide 8. The bands from Figure 4A representing TIM23 from the membrane fraction of 
T47D cells are identical to those from Figure 6A representing p-actin from LCC2 cells. 
Analysis of the bands in question reveal that they are with a high degree of confidence identical. 
The authors should provide the original scanned images of the film in order to make firm 
conclusions. The use of the same gel image representing TIM23 in one figure (Figure 4A) and 3-
actin in another (Figure 6A) would be characterized as data falsification if carried our deliberately 
or with gross negligence. However, since both TIM23 and 3-actin were used as loading controls 
the error will probably not affect the overall conclusions of the paper. Nevertheless, a correction 
to the paper should be made. 

Conclusion: Both allegation 1 and 2 are correct, the same image has been used in different figure 
panels describing different experimental conditions and thus represents possible research 
misconduct. It can not be determined whether this misuse of the images was done deliberately or 
was an honest mistake, however the fact that the duplicated band was used to depict several 
different proteins makes it less likely to be caused by honest mistake. For allegation 1, the band is 
used to represent not only loading controls, but the actual protein of interest for the study (CCTa) 
and errors are therefore more likely to affect the validity of the study. Subsequent experiments 
have confirmed some (increased association of CCTa to membranes in response to E2), but failed 
to confirm other (decreased cytosolic content of CCTa in response to E2) reported in the paper. 
Therefore, the errors seem to have affected the validity of some of the claims in the paper. 

Paper 4: The atypical ubiquitin ligase RNF31 stabilizes estrogen receptor a and 
modulates estrogen-stimulated breast cancer cell proliferation, J Zhu , C Zhao , A Kharman-Biz , T 
Zhuang , P  Jonsson,  N Liang , C Williams, C-Y Lin , Y Qiao , K Zendehdel , S  Strömblad,  E Treuter, , K 
Dahlman-Wright. Oncogene (2014) pubmed: 24441041 doi: 10.1038/onc.2013.573 issn: 0950-
9232 issn: 1476-5594 

Allegations:  

1. Duplication of bands in Figure 6e and 6c representing ERa and GAPDH, respectively and use of 
same image to illustrate RNF31 in Figure 6e and c. 

2. Duplication of bands in Figure 4d and Figure 6c representing GAPDH. 



Analysis: Allegation 1. The authors have admitted the use of the same image to represent GAPDH 
in Figure 6c and ERa in Figure 6e. Also, they admit to have used the same image to represent 
RNF31 in Figures 6c and e, although different experiments were performed. An explanation for the 
use of the duplicated images is given by the first author Jian Zhu in the document  ("Yttrande  Jian 
Zhu"). It is stated that the error took place after acceptance of the paper when the publisher 
requested images of higher resolution for final publication production. This statement can not be 
verified as no evidence was provided showing the images used for the initial version of the 
manuscript nor was any evidence provided that the publisher requested these images with higher 
resolution. It seems odd that the publisher would accept a clearly different image when they 
apparently asked for a higher resolution of the same image. 
A correction of Figure 6 was requested by the authors and this was published in Oncogene on 
September 27, 2018. The corrected figure was provided as document "figure 6 correction-sub.pdf" 
and the individual blots used for making the corrected version were also provided. A document 
entitled "Fig6c_RNF31 domain and GAPDH.pdf" shows the original western blot used to show 
both RNF31 and GAPDH in the same blot used in Figure 6c. This is highly unusual and worrisome 
since the identification of proteins in western blotting requires the use of specific antibodies to 
identify and visualize the protein of interest. How can one blot then show bands representing both 
RNF31 and GAPDH, when different antibodies are required for the identification? In the Materials 
and Methods section of the paper it is described that the antibody used to detect GAPDH was 
ab8425 from Abcam. The Abcam website identifies antibody ab8425 as an anti-RAIDD antibody 
and not an anti-GAPDH antibody 

(https://www.abcam.com/raidd-antibody-ab8425.html).  How can this be used to detect GAPDH? 
It is possible that this was an error and that antibody ab8245 was the correct anti-GAPDH 
antibody. However, this is a mouse monoclonal antibody against GAPDH which makes it very 
unlikely it could be used together with the anti-RNF31 antibody (ab46322) which is a rabbit 
antibody. The use of the bands from the original film ("Fig6c_RNF31 domain and GAPDH.pdf") to 
represent both GAPDH (lower bands) and RNF31 (upper bands) needs to be explained. 
The use of duplicated bands to represent different proteins from different experiments does raise 
concern about proper data handling. A correction was published which apparently corrects the 
error. However, there are still some concerns regarding the validity of the bands representing 
GAPDH and RNF31 in Figure 6c. 
Allegation 2. Analysis of the bands used to represent GAPDH in Figure 4d (siControl) and GAPDH in 
Figure 6c show that these bands are most like not identical. This is based on specific features of 
the bands, where the distance between bands is the most obvious differences between the 
images. 

Conclusion: Allegation 1 is correct, duplication of images was used to represent different proteins 
in Figure 6c and e. This has now been corrected by publishing a correction note in the journal. 
However, there are still some concern about the validity of bands shown in Figure 6c. Allegation 2 
is not correct. There are still concerns about the validity of certain data from western blot analysis, 
RNF31 and GAPDH, and possible impact on the overall conclusions of the paper are possible. 

Paper 5: The genome landscape of ERalpha- and ERbeta-binding DNA regions, Yawen Liu, Hui Gao, 
Troels Torben  Marstrand,  Anders  Ström,  Eivind  Valen,  Albin Sandelin, Jan-Ake  Gustafsson,  Karin 
Dahlman-Wright. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of 



America (2008), pubmed: 18272478 doi: 10.1073/pnas.0712085105 issn: 1091-6490 issn: 0027-

8424 

Allegations:  

1. In Figure 1A, the image used to represent Ellp in western blot analysis using APIA and AP2A 

antibodies are identical and are produced by image duplication. Specifically, the image used to 

depict ER P using the AP2A antibody does not represent the raw data from the films provided in 

the document; "0 7-2018Iab book  Bilaga  5paper 2, 5, 7.pdf", original Laboratory Journal page 

1920151. 

2. In Figure 1B, the images used to depict ERp (using anti-FLAG antibodies after 

immunoprecipitation with AP1A) with or without  Tet  are identical and produced by image 

duplication. Image is spliced and bands are removed when compared to the original film provided 

in the document; "0 7-2018Iab book  Bilaga  5paper 2, 5, 7.pdf", original Laboratory Journal page 

1920138. 

3. In Figure 1C, manipulation of the band representing Eflp in the immunoprecipitate (bead 

fraction) using the LBD antibody. When compared to the original film provided in the document; 

"0 7-2018Iab book  Bilaga  5paper 2, 5, 7.pdf", original Laboratory Journal page 1920134 and 

1920135 the image of the band has been repositioned to align with the ER( band from the other 

samples shown in the figure. 

Analysis: Allegation 1. Analysis of the images used to depict ERP in cell lysates using AP1A and 

AP2A antibodies in Figure 1A show that these images are with very high probability identical and 

produced by duplication of a single image. In a document  "Yttrande  Yawn Liu.doc" an explanation 

for the use of duplicated and manipulated images is provided by the first author of the paper. 

Concerning allegation 1 Yawen Liu states "The figure in the article is consistent with the original 

data" and furthermore "Western blot showed that AP1A and AP2A were negative" and finally "The 

similarities in Fig 1A resulted from a negligence when I presented these, and the relative 

conclusion in Fig 1A are not affected". These statements are not consistent and do not give a 

satisfactory explanation of the image duplication. Yawen Liu admits to negligence (copying of 

images), but still insists that the figure is consistent with the original data. When analyzing the 

original film in document; "0 7-2018Iab book  Bilaga  5paper 2, 5, 7.pdf", original Laboratory Journal 

page 1920151, there are clearly 3 bands present in lanes 7 and 8 at a position similar to that of 

ERP. The bands have higher intensity in the extract from cells cultured without  tet  (-) compared to 

with  tet  (+) indicating repression by  tet  which is consistent with the bands representing ER, since 

the cells were generated using the  tet-off system for FLAG-ER. In the document  "Yttrande  Yawn 

Liu.doc" Yawen Liu states: "After I reported these results in group meeting, group members 

believe that there were no bands of Eflp for AP1A and AP2A because of difference in molecular 

weight." This explanation is not consistent with the principles of responsible conduct of research 

and transparency in reporting data. One can not "believe that there were no bands." when the 

data clearly shows the presence of bands with similar molecular weight. Furthermore, the authors 

have chosen to show identical duplicated images depicting ERP in Figure 1A in the published paper 

and not separate images as indicated using red arrows in the  "Yttrande  Yawn Liu.doc" document. 

There is very strong evidence for data falsification in the generation of Figure 1A. However, the 

validity of the conclusions made in the paper are most likely not affected by the error. The main 



results in the paper are produced using the LBD antibody and the manipulated data in Figure 1A 
do not concern the LBD antibody. 

Allegation 2. Analysis of the images used to depict ERf3 in the immunopricipitate using the AP1A 
antibody in Figure 1B show that these images with very high probability are not identical. Splicing 
of the image used to produce Figure 1B is verified by the Yawen Liu in the document  "Yttrande 
Yawn Liu.doc" and can be confirmed by comparing to the original film found in document "0 7-
20181ab book  Bilaga  5paper 2, 5, 7.pdf", original Laboratory Journal page 1920138. Removing 
bands from gel images is acceptable conduct when it is considered that the removed image 
represents results that are not relevant for the paper. It is important that the spliced images are 
from the same film with the same exposure and this seems to be the case for Figure 1B. No 
improper image manipulation could be found in Figure 1B. 

Allegation 3. Analysis of the image used to depict ERP in Figure 1C in the immunoprecipitate (bead 

fraction) using the LBD antibody show that this image has with high probability been manipulated 
and does not represent the original data in a truthful manner. The analysis is based on two 
observations. Most importantly, the vertical position of the band in question is significantly 
different in the published Figure 1C from that found in the original film ("0 7-2018Iab book  Bilaga 
Spaper 2, 5, 7.pdf", original Laboratory Journal page 1920135). The electrophoretic mobility of a 
protein (in this case ER) represented by its vertical position in an  SDS-gel is an important 
characteristic in western blot analysis. Manipulation of the position of a band thus represents a 

serious attempt to falsify data. The position of the band representing ER13 has been changed so it 

is aligned with the ERI3 band from the other samples in the western blot analysis shown in Figure 
1C. In addition to the lack of identity between the published and original data, there are also clear 
signs of manipulation of the band shown in the published Figure 1C. Clear and sharp lines forming 
a rectangle are present around the band strongly indicating that this has been repositioned by cut 
and paste. In the document  "Yttrande  Yawn Liu.doc" Yawen Liu denies manipulation of the image 
in Figure 1C and explain the square around the band as being caused by "splotch". The 
repositioning of the band (change in vertical position) is not addressed in the response by Yawen 
Liu. 

Conclusion: Manipulation has been performed in the generation of Figure 1A and Figure 1C, 
whereas no manipulation could be detected in Figure 1B. In both cases of image manipulation, it 
seems very unlikely that these errors were the results of honest mistake. Deliberate manipulation 
of images in order to make the results appear more attractive is suspected. In Figure 1, a 

characterization of various anti-ER P antibodies is presented and their usefulness for the project is 
investigated. Misrepresentation of the bands in the western blot in Figure 1A when using the 
AP2A antibody is of little consequence for the main conclusions of the paper, since this antibody 

was not used in the further analysis. The manipulation of the ER(3 band in Figure 1C could 
potentially affect the validity of the conclusions made in the paper. Since the vertical position of a 
band in western blot analysis is an important part in the characterization and validity of an 
antibody, it is problematic that a manipulated shift in the localization of the band has taken place. 
The manipulation will mislead the reader in terms of the validity of the antibody. However, if the 

antibody is indeed specific for ER, the manipulation will have little consequence for the validity of 
the conclusions made in the paper. 



Following the analysis of paper 5 additional material relating to this paper was received. In this 

material the corresponding and contributing author Jan-Åke Gustafsson  provide correspondence 

with the editorial office at PNAS regarding the questions raised about Figure 1 in the paper. The 

issue was raised by the Deputy Executive Editor Daniel Salsbury, PNAS in response to questions 

raised by a reader and not by the authors. The images used to construct Figure 1 were analyzed 

carefully and Jan-Åke Gustafsson  came to the conclusion that a correction to the paper was 

warranted. The image manipulations identified by the reader were confirmed by Jan-Åke 

Gustafsson  and a revised version of the figure was produced. This new figure adequately 

represents the raw original data found in 2"0 7-2018Iab book  Bilaga  5paper 2, 5, 7.pdf". The 

corrected figure is accompanied by a published text explaining the situation leading to the 

manipulations: 

"The student, who is the first author and the one who composed the pictures of the Western 

blots, did cut and paste bands. This was done to remove bands that were not relevant to the 

study. This was not stated on the images or within the figure legends. Accordingly, we have 

provided a revised Fig. 1 using the original experimental data and following proper figure 

preparation guidelines. We apologize for any inconvenience caused by the omission.". 

This statement seems to be misleading and does not provide an adequate representation of the 

manipulations. First of all, the first author Yawen Liu was not a student at the time of these 

studies. According to a statement from Karin Dahlman-Wright, this was her post doc project at 

Karolinska Institutet.  Secondly, to state that the cut and paste was done to remove bands that 

were not relevant to the study" is not an accurate description. Yes, irrelevant bands were removed 

in figure 1C where lanes 6 and 7 were cut out since this antibody was not relevant for the study. 

However, to describe the replacement of three prominent bands in Figure 1A (AP2A, - +  tet)  with a 

blank copy of the gel from the AP1A antibody as "removal of bands not relevant to the study" is 

misleading and does not describe the manipulations in a fair and objective manner. Finally, the 

repositioning of the ER13 band in Figure 1C is not described in the text. As described above this 

manipulation seems deliberate in order to make the data look more attractive than they are and 

this should have been described in the text published together with the corrected figure. 

Paper 6: Estrogen receptor beta as a novel target of androgen receptor action in breast 

cancer cell lines. Pietro Rizza , Ines Barone, Domenico Zito, Francesca Giordano, Marilena 

Lanzino , Francesca De Amicis , Loredana Mauro, Diego Sisci , Stefania Catalano, Karin Dahlman 

Dahlman Wright , Jan-Ake  Gustafsson,  Sebastiano Andö. Breast cancer research : BCR (2014) 

pubmed: 24552459 doi: 10.1186/bcr3619 issn: 1465-542X. 

Allegations:  

1. The bands representing GAPDH in Figure 1C panel from MCF-7 cells and ZR-75 cells are identical 

and produced by image duplication. 

2. The bands in the electrophoretic mobility shift assay, lanes 4 and 6 in Figure 4A are identical and 

produced by image duplication. 

Analysis: Allegation 1. Analysis of the bands representing GAPDH in Figure 1C shows that they are 

most likely not identical and not produced by image duplication. This analysis is based on visual 



inspection of high magnification of the image. Several prominent features are clearly different 

when bands from MCF-7ce11s are compared to those from ZR-75 cells. 

Allegation 2. Analysis of the bands in lanes 4 and 6 in Figure 6A shows that they are most likely not 

identical and not produced by image duplication. This analysis is based on visual inspection of high 

magnification of the image. Several prominent features are clearly different when band in lane 4 is 

compared to that from lane 6. 

Conclusion: There is no evidence for manipulations in the generation of the images used for 

Figures 1C and 4A. 

Paper 7: The estrogen receptor {alpha}-selective agonist propyl pyrazole  triol  improves 

glucose tolerance in ob/ob mice; potential molecular mechanisms. L Lundholm , G Bryzgalova , H 

Gao , N Portwood , S  Fält,  K D Berndt, A Dicker, D Galuska , J R Zierath , J-A  Gustafsson  , S 

Efendic, K Dahlman-Wright, A Khan. The Journal of endocrinology (2008) pubmed: 18757549 doi: 

10.1677/J0E-08-0192 issn: 1479-6805 issn: 0022-0795 

Allegation: No specific allegations are made in the document "0 7-2018 detailed criticismBilaga 8" 
concerning this paper. However, arrows indicating improper splicing of the image are present in 

the document and this is assumed to be the relevant criticism. 

Analysis: There are clear signs in Figure 10a that the bands representing Stat3 and Glucose-6-
phosphatase from liver samples obtained from vehicle and PPT treated mice are spliced. However, 

there are no signs of splicing in the image showing bands representing Stat3P. In response to the 

criticism a document (Paper 7_file description.docx) was provided. In this document the authors 

show the western blot analysis of livers from all 10 mice with respect to Stat3, Stat3P and Glucose-

6-phosphatase. Furthermore, it is shown by arrows which specific bands were used to generate 

Figure 10a. It can be seen that the sample from mouse # 5 (vehicle) was used to show Stat3 and 

Stat3P and sample from mouse #2 (vehicle) was used to show Glucose-6-phosphatase. Sample 

from mouse # 6 (PPT) was used to show Stat3P and Glucose-6-phosphatase and sample from 

mouse #9 (PPT) was used to show Stat3. In other words, analysis of samples from different vehicle 

(#1 and #5) and different PPT (#6 and #9) treated mice were used to generate figure 10a. This is 

not acceptable conduct. When bands representing different proteins are shown and from two 
experimental groups (vehicle and PPT treated mice) samples from the same animal should be used 
to show different proteins in a representative western blot. In the legend to figure 10 it is stated: 

"A representative sample is shown from (a) one PPT-treated and one vehicle-treated liver, ...". In 

the figure legend it is specifically stated that the samples were from one PPT-treated liver and one 

vehicle-treated liver, but the original image in the document "Paper 7_file description.docx" 

shows that samples from two PPT-treated mice (#6 and #9) and two vehicle mice (#2 and 5) were 
used. In the document from the first author  "yttrande Lovisa  Lundholm.pdf" it is stated that "The 

cropping to display a representative sample in Figure 10a was described in the Figure Legend, and 

data for all samples were displayed in Figure 10b". This is not an accurate description of the figure 

legend. The figure legend does not describe the cropping, but in contrast states that the sample 

were from one animal in each group when in fact two animals from each group were used. 



The original films from these western blots are provided in the document "0 7-2018Iab book 
Bilaga  5paper 2, 5, 7.pdf" on page 1918968 as well as in document "Paper 7_file description.docx". 
From the "Paper 7_file description.docx" document it can be seen that the bands from the Stat3P 
western blot used to generate figure 10a and 10b are shown in the box below: 

When this image is compared to the image in the document "0 7-2018Iab book  Bilaga  5paper 2, 5, 
7.pdf" on page 1918968, now with the markers for Mr to the left (100 and 75): 

Stat3P 

It can be seen that the bands selected to represent Stat3P are located in a position in the gel 
corresponding to Mr well above 100kDa, which is not compatible with this band representing 
Stat3P. This raises serious doubt about the validity of the data presented in figure 10 a and b 



relating to Stat3P. This data is most likely not valid and does not represent an image of Stat3P 
(Figure 10a) or a quantification of Stat3P (Figure 10b). 

Conclusion: The image used to construct Figure 10a was produced by cut and paste from different 

parts of the original film. The bands thus represent data from different mice, despite the figure 

legend stating the bands are from the same mouse. This can lead to false conclusions and does not 

present the data in a fair and transparent manner. However, in Figure 10b analysis of samples 

from all animals is presented. More importantly, the validity of the western blot used to identify 

and quantitate Stat3P is questioned. The apparent Mr of the band identified as Stat3P by the 

authors does not correspond to the published Mr of this protein. If the validity of the Stat3P band 

can not be confirmed, this will affect some of the conclusions in the paper. 

Paper 8: Estrogen receptor specificity for the effects of estrogen in ovariectomized mice. M K 

Lindberg, Z Weihua , N  Andersson  , S Mov&are , H Gao , 0 Vidal, M Erlandsson , S 

Windahl , G  Andersson,  D B Lubahn , H Carlsten , K Dahlman-Wright, J-A  Gustafsson,  C 

Ohlsson.  The Journal of endocrinology (2002) pubmed: 12176656 issn: 0022-0795 

Allegations:  

1.The band in Figure 5B representing IL-13 transcript from WT vehicle treated (lane "V") mice is 

identical to the band representing C3 transcript from WT vehicle treated (lane "V") mice and have 

been produced by duplication. 

2. The band in Figure 5B representing GAPDH transcript from DERKO vehicle treated (lane"V") 
mice is identical to the band representing GAPDH transcript from DERKO estradiol treated (lane 

"E") mice and have been produced by duplication. 

Analysis: Allegation 1. Analysis of the bands representing IL-lp  and C3 transcripts in Figure 5B 

shows that they are most likely not identical and not produced by image duplication. This analysis 

is based on visual inspection of high magnification of the image. Several prominent features are 

clearly different when bands are compared. 

Allegation 2. Analysis of the bands representing GAPDH transcripts in Figure 5B shows that they 

are most likely not identical and not produced by image duplication. This analysis is based on 

visual inspection of high magnification of the image. Several prominent features are clearly 

different when band representing GAPDH from vehicle treated DERKO mice is compared to that 

from estradiol treated DERKO mice. is compared to that from lane 6. 

Conclusion: There is no evidence for manipulations in the generation of the images used for Figure 

6B. 

Overall conclusion: In 2 papers (#6 and #8) no evidence for image manipulation could be 

identified. In 3 papers (#1, #2 and #5), manipulation of images is admitted by the authors, but the 

errors do probably not affect the conclusions made in the papers. However, the errors show 

inadequate data management and lack of quality control in both data analysis and the publication 

process. For paper #5, an incomplete and misleading text is accompanying the published 



correction of Figure 1. In 2 papers (#3 and #4) manipulation of images is admitted by the authors 
and the errors might affect the conclusions made in the papers. In paper #7 manipulation of 
images is not admitted by the authors, but strong evidence is presented to show inappropriate 
splicing. Furthermore, in this paper new evidence is presented questioning the validity of the data 
in Figure 10a and b. 

Copenhagen, March 8, 2019 

Nils Billestrup 

Professor 

Department of Biomedical Sciences 
University of Copenhagen, Denmark 
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